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INTROACTION

Infrared imaging systems and ranging davires are often lin.'ted by the
tra•srnission of the atmosphere at the wavelength used. The atmosphere
is particularly clear at I0. .jm, the wavelen-gth of Go 2 lasors which
offer versatility, efficienr-y and high power. This report is concerned
with the attenuation of 10.eum radiatiins, both high power pulsL.o and
04, by fogs and clouds of water troplet,.

Any mechanism which produces absorption has the further consequence
of causing thermal bloosiinq (i.e. a negative lens effect) 3nd beam def-
lection in the atmosphere. These effects have received much attention

in the literature (see appendix X1) since they effectively determine
the o~wer concentrations that can be achieved by laser beams at long
range. Absorption of I0.C3jm radiation by mists, fogs or clouds clearly
must contribute to thermal blooming.

Part A of this report describes the theory, design and performance of
a C0. TFA laser with VUV preionization, delivering typically 29J, 0.1jps

pulses of i0.6jum radiation over a beam c-ross section of about 20cm2 .
I)esign of a conventional CW C02 laser is also reported.

Part B describes the production of laboratory fogs by adiabatic exp-
ansion of compressed gas in a 300 litre glass chamber (diameter 0. Sm,
length I..5m). Falls in temperature of order 1OK are produced by sudden
venting to the atmosphere and the quantity of liquid water condensed
is deter,,ined from the measuretf temperature fall and the expansion
ratio. The quality of the fog, i.e. the drop size, is determined by
the concentration of effective condensation nuclei; both smoke and ions
have been used. Typically, fogs contain about 4g m- 3 of liquid water
which gives an optical depth to 0.6Hm of order 1.5m.

Part C desrrioes results obtained to date. The attenuation of TEA laser
pulses of energy density -1J cm- 2 over 20cm2 beam cross section has
been measured at various times during evolution of a cloud whose 0.63prn
attenuation coefficient is automatic.ally charted. Attenuations at
10.6pm (in dO ar-I) are over ten times less than at 0.6,upm for our

clouds whose mean drop radius is -. 5.•m. Attenuations at 10.5pm are

r close to whac is expected for absorption by the equivalent layer of
liquid water -- 0.4d8 n.- 1 per g m- 3 of liquid water. For larger drops
srattering will no longer be insign"Ficant. The change I transinittancp
of a 0.63)jm beam due to drop evaporation by a colline~r CW C02 beam has
also been measured, with results similar to ihose reported by Mullaney
et al. H
In Part D the theoretical basis for, interpreting scattering Find atten-
uation by drops is outlined and the literature briefly surveyed, incl-
uding cloud clearing measurements.

i!
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PART A:CO, LASER (VELOPMENT

9eCtion Al. High Power C02 TEA Laser (see also reference Ai
end.appe.dix X3)

(I) Mechanical design features

Figures Al and A2 show the main constructional details for the TEAI laser. Bruce-profiled solid aluminium electrodes with base dimon-
siona of 50cm x 15cm. and with sepration &c., are positioned inside
a rectangular box made from J" perspex (dimensions 105cm x35cm x 25cm).

The upper electrode is supported from a lid (not shown) which covers

a cut-awey section of the top face of the perapex box, being screwed

down on top of a rubber-gasket gas seal. The lid provides easy access

without misalignment of reflectors.

The reflectors form an integral part of the discharge chamber, obvi-

ating the need for Brewster angle NaCl windows with their problem of

deliquescence. The mounting is extremely simple, consisting .aolely

of a thick rubber gasket which acts both as a gas seal and as a

spring reaction for the three adjusting screws (figure A2). It was

feared, originally, that the shock wave from either the arc or the

main discharge might misalign the reflectors, but this proved not to

be so. Of course such misalignment would only affect the succeeding

pulse, the original having passed before rhe shock hits the reflactors.

Three separate cydinders of He, C02 and N2 with standard regulators

to control the gas feed pressure feod gas through three flowmaters,
each fitted with an adjustable needle valve (He at C.5-9 1 min- 1 ,

C02 at 0.4-4,6 1 min- 1 , N2 at 0.5-5 1 min-I) into a mixing chamber

and thence into the main discharge chamber. A supply of He is taken

through a fourth flowmeter into a duct behind the multiple-pin elect-

rodes of the arc prelionization system, since it lies been reported that

running arcs in pure He is beneficial (A2). The nitrogen cylinder

also supplies two pressurised trigger spark chambers through two con-

trolled-leak pressure regulators. Spark gaps ware set to about 1.5cm,

and operational pressures were 12 - 18 psi above tmospheric.

Provision was made for bubbling the gas mixture through liquids such

as triethylamine and acetone, thus introducing these vapours as trace
additives. Despite reports (A2) that this was beneficial we have obs-

erved no significant improvement under our cperating conditions.

(II) Optics

The reflectors in most use are (a) an uncLated Ge flat of ?,5cm diam-
eter and 6mi thickness, having reflectivity 36% per face (total 72%);

and (b) a Au-coated Cu-Zr concave mirror of diameter 7.5cm and radius

of curvature 3m, having reflectivity 991. Each face of the Ge flat

reflects 36% of the incident radiation since the refractive index n

of Ge is 4 at 10.6pm and R - (n-1) 2 /(n+1) 2 . With two sides the total

reflectivity is 72ý%. Multiple reflections between the two faces

2J
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r (gIving a Fery-Perot af'fet) are attenuated fairly repidly, stine
G 2bmoa 0.7 to 1.0 Mi"- , but We have clear evidnce from tai sds
pattern (ma balom) tat they did occur.

Alignm t me mco lIsad by first passing a 9H-Ne lawr be cent-
rally dnw the cavity without any reflector'; too centrally-drilled
petpex discs, whi h slotted onto the mirroa adjustment scrwsw, mer.-ud
to locate the cent al position. The perepax disc furthest from the
HIbfO lamer ma replaced by the C-.Zr concave mirror which was aligned
to return the beam along the namn path; the same procedure we followed
for the output mirror, the remaining -erspex alignment dims being +ep-
laced by the Ge flat which, as before, ma aligned to .'turn the beam
'ollinearly from its outer face.

Exact mirror alignnmnt ms found to be non-critical. During operation,
deliberate mimelignment of the mirrors by as much as W0 milliredians

out of parallel produced no asmtsntial change in output. As the Ga
output mirror has an inherent wedge of about 0.27mr which renders
complicated ,alignment accuracy of better than this limit, the insensit-
ivity of the performance to this parameter is something of an advantage.

The laser has in addition been operated with an unstable resoantor in
view of the advantages reported by D;+ar et al (P3) for such a system -

single transverse mode operation and beam divergence of only 0.2 mr.
Conversion to this ty•'i of optics Was 3iaPle. We replaced the Au-coated
Cu-Zr reflector with uns of radius of curvature 10m and we attached

(using double-sided sticky tape) a 3.75cm diameter convex Au-coated
eflector of radius of curvature ?.5m onto the ?,5cm Ge flat. When

spaced by i.25m this arangement was confocal, the common focus lying
3.75m beyond the convex mirror. The beam is then expanded by a fa,.tor
of 4/3 per pass. The radiation escapes from the annulus around the
smaller mir~or, but the far-field beam pattern, of nourse, is not annular
(A4). This system would have operated better if the Ge flat had been
anti-reflection coataO. As it was, not only was the pulse expanded in
area during growtii (thus reducing the growth of power density) but just
the reverse occurred for the portion of the signal reflected by the Ge
etalon and the exceptionally strong power density then tended to damage
the mirrors.

(III) Preionizing system

The gas between the main electrodes is preionized by vacuum ultraviolet
radiation generated by two lines of arcs on either side of the main gap,
separated by 28cm. The arcs strike between tungsten or copper pins
which are Ul.-ed into the ravine between two capillary glass tubes with
oarthed central conducting rods. 34 arcs with gaps of 3-4 mm were run
in series on each side. The striking voltage was about 20kV, but usua-
lly a 0.-5F rapid discharge capacitor charged to 50kV supplieO- the arc
current. From the ringing period of 6ps (measured by means uf a pickup
coil) one esatiqates I." for the circuit inductance, and the maximum
current V(C/L)l then works out at 3000A.

3
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About 60WJ was diechargmd through sow 60 arcs which Is --10J per am.
Exactly how the radiation from such arcs prelonizes the gas is not yet
fully understood. The effective radieticoi way have wevelngtj as snor+
as I nm in nhich came the te•perstwm of the arc Is the vital parwsmtet
(Gee refirwnce Al).

aOther pustlm have alf o been teted. For exa ble, the system ud by
ircumit nd to th n (AS) le s impre by putti ha r t ungt wire

trhgmar electdes in the rvne between polyrisO glass catpilery tube
and described above (me figure A3).

S(IV) circuitry

lFur a gap offo it in d eisclry to aitly scrsml thenmaen hl pcrodes
a coltven pulge of WOWle. In rod, r to avoid br tekdown and short
circuiting t the am linea which wofre oas i c ufce toc theethe main elactrodest, we were fo-rind to apply 480kV to one eLlctzm

and -50kV to the other. The circuit used is slow u in figure A.
Spark gap So is fpred by a c anventiel tacgos systsm; g car t mbaplug acrww Into a disc electrode with a small cetrul hole provides

Sa convenient trigger electrode, and can be fire by the voltage pulse
Sfrom a car induction coil. Firing So aplies -90kV deos the aam

lines, and the pruionization of the gas is sufficient to carry the
-590kV pulse onto the main discharge circuit (heavily outlined in figurv

down. The LN from S2 triggers S 1 , which is in the same pressurised
spark chamber. When both 6, and S1 break down, voltage pulses of +9OkV
and -50kV appear respectively an the main anode and cathode. Thu two
0. 12) low inductance capacitors then discharge. j

All circuitry, including the three rapid dischts capacitors m w -
losed in an oil bath of dimensions 9Ocm x 50cm x 45cm constructed from

Perspex. Care was taken to minimise the lngths of both arc andIi
main discharge circuits, and 1" wide copper strip was used to minimise
inductance.

Originally it was plarned to trigger Sj independently of So, a trigatron
being built in for this purpose. The pulse which firva the 91 trigatron
is obtained from the arc discharge, with suitable delay; we used a
pickup coil to trigger a thyratron which fed the primary of a car ind-
uction coil. This mode of operation is also effetive.

(v) Performance

The brightness of the praionizing arcs makes it extremely difficult
to monitor visually the uniformity of the main discharge, but with
some practice one could tell, at least, If an arc had occurred. Sev-
eral minutes of flushing with tie laser gas mix wes necessary before
successful operation.I~i -1A photon drag detector with voltage responsivity 0. 18nV kW and sens-
itive area 4mm x 4mm gave oscillographs of the type shown in figure AS.
Figure ASa shows the output of the photon drmg detector at a distanceri

j
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of 0.24m from the Ge window; the pulse appears superimposed on pickup.
Figues A&Sb shoes the outout "rom the detector at 3m from the output
windoi the pictup now havin been eliminated. In each case the det-
eator is oluL~pd directly ir' a the oscilloscope amplijf'or. leads being
avoided to reduce piýkup.

The full--width half-intensit points of the pulse have a separation
of about 0.1Is in all traces. A tmall amplitude peak of width 1.Ois
wes noted following the meir 0. tps peak, and is probably ,=xzsed by the
delayed rtsornerce transfer .* energy from N2 mnlecules. In figure A5a
th- pulse height of 0.3V Imjlies power of t.?MW incident on the dot-
vct r area of 4mm x 4•am. and s•nce the beam area was known from indep-
emident weasuraeents to be ?0rc close to the laser one infers an output
power o? 2101. Since the pulse duration is O. ips the energy is 21J.
This outit sa% achieved by discharging 2?6J uf electrical energy
through 1.8 1 of gas mix - the actual mix in this case being 5:2.6:2
of Hn:cD2:N. Thus the efficiency was 7.6% and the energy discharv.d
per unit volume was 153 J 1-

The laser hes also been operated with 0.25Wi (instead of 0.124-) capa-
c-itors without any limitation fro* arcing. We have not dete:=winod the
maxi•um energy which :an be discritrged 0hrough unit volume of gas
out probably it is in exc.ess of 300 J 1

The area of the output beea car, be determired by lateral displacement
of the photon drag detector. However the simplest proceaure was to
interpose an exposed polaroid positive near the output window. A
record of :he beam pattern is barnt onto the film as shown in figure
A6. The interference pattern visible on this record (and indeed all
records) must be attributsd to a slight wedge in the Ga output window,
since the pattern rotates if the window is rotated. The frirqes are
%pace ty 0.6R.- so thnt half a wovelanoth changqe in thicknos, of the

etalon per 0.6cm gives a wedge of 0.27 mr. By comparison of such
prints tsken close to the Ge OuLout window ana at 60cm range a beam
Sivergence of 9mr was estimated. This is confirmed by the imprint
produced at the focus of a mirror of focal length 1.5m (figure A?).
The 1.9cm size of this imprint implies a beam divergence of 10mr.

In general iir-•breakdown provides a ready monitor of the output from
the laser. Double air-breakdown could be achieved at 10cm and 24cm
in front of a concave mirror which intercepts the beam (fiqure AH).
A power of 25DA (25J in 0. 1ps) will focus down to 10-- cm using a
10cm focal length mirror since the beam divergence in lOmr. This prov-
ides power density of ?.9 x 1010 W cm-', well above the threshold for
breakdown, which is 10E W cm"2 (A.6).

5



Section A2. CW O02 Laser

(1) Mechanical design features (see figure A9)

A discharge at gas pressure 14 - 16 torr is run inside a silica tube

of length Im and diameter icm. Tvý j short cupper T-sections serve both
as gas inlet/outlet and as electrodes. The join between the silica tuoe
and a copper T-section is made simply by inserting each halfway into a
rubber bung: the system is supportetd by wedging the bung into a 1" i.d.

perspex tube which is fixed to the base, and which also serves as a
water cooling jacket. At the outside ends, each copper T-section is

Joined by a rubber bung to metal bellows, supported with respect to the

base by an insulating perspex mount. The reflector mount plates are
attached to the bellows, being pulled by springs onto three adjustment
screws fixed to a heavy aluminium support structure which is kine-
matically mounted on runners for length adjustment. The plates with
the runners are insulated from the aluminium base by 1" perspex, since
one end (including bellows ,nd reflector) floats at ~12kV with respect
to earth. A perspex housing shields the operator from this potential.
Water cooling is provided for the Ge reflector.

(II) Gas supply
A cylinder' of premixed gas (9:1:2 H•:CO2:N 2 ) with standard pressure

regulator provides a flow of gas via a fine control needle valve and a
flowmeter to the discharge tube. A pressure of 14 - 16 torr is main-
tained inside the discharge tube by an ordi..ary rotary vacuum pump, an
offshoot leading to a pressure gauge between tLo isolating valves.

The laser *as operated with a qas flow of 250 discharge volume changes

per minute - that is 24 1 min- e t operating pressure or 0.8 1 min- at
STP. The pump has a maximum displacement of 85 1 min- 1 .

(III) optics

The optical cavity has a length of 1.47m. The reflectors are (a) a
Ge flat of diameter 3.75cm, antireflection coated on the outside and

8% reflection coated on th,. inside; (b) a Au-coated Cu-NI concave ref-

lector of radius of curvature ?Om and reflectivity 98.A.

Due to a wedge of 2.8mr on the Ge flat it was necessary to adopt a
slightly more complex alignment procedure than was required for the TEA

laser. Our reference He-Ne beam first was directed through the open

end of the laser tube onto the inside surface of the Ge flat at the far

end. The orientation of the flat was adjusted so as to return the beam

along the same path. On th- reverse side of the metal mirror a second-

ary flat mirror was mounteo on spring-loaded adjustment screws; using
two He-Ne beams the axis of the primary mirror was adjusted to oe normal

to 1hh plano of the secondary mirror. Then by reflecting the reference

beam along the same path from the outside secondary mirror one ensures
that the Jnside cavity mirror is approximately aligned. Final adjust-
ment for optimum output is carried out with the laser running.

6
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(IV) Circuitry 4
A 25kV, lOOmA DC power supply with one side earthed and positive pol-
arity foods the discharge through a 200k• ballart resistor (figure AID).

The metal mirror was at the anode side because water cooling to tVm Ge
reflector meant that it could not be raised to high potential.

Under normal and correct uperating conditions the voltage across the
tube is 12kV and the current drawn is 20MA. Thus 240W is dissipated . •
in the discharge, which implies -50W output at 20$ efficiency.

Cv) Performance

For reasons that are not yet clear (but will be investigated when time
permits) the CW laser gives only about 5W outpo. Some 50W can be
achieved from a discharge of length Im and diameter 1cm. The intensity
of the beam has % modulation ea 100Hz (figure C8c). The beam diameter
as measured with an Optical Engineering thermal image plate (phosphor-
escence quenching) is about 3mm. The beam divergence is about Imr.

ki~
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•:•lot perspex

" p eadjusting
Sf-'----wing nut

rubber
i• ~spring

•, Z.seal3" diam.

Ge window

01 0rng

Figure A2: Mounting for reflectors showing thick

rubber gasket which is both a gas seal

and a spring load for the three

adjustment screws.
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, I

glass capillaries
tungsten 

wires

Figure A3: The Lamberton-Pearson system of preionization by i

a corona discharge from two fine tungsten wires
to the main anode is shown modified by positioning
the tungsten wires in the ravine between polarised
capillary glass tubes. The diagram (end view)
illustrates the electrical connections to the
tungsten wires and to the central conductors
in the glass tubes.
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I

CII

75 S

Figure A4: Circuit for simultaneous application of +-0kV to

the anode and -50kV to the cathode, The low

inductance main discharge circuit is heavily lined.

Spark gaps S1 and S2 are in the same chamber of

pressurised nitrogen. The arc circuit is also shown.
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0.2 V/dt. -

(a) --

SII

I V I
0.5Fr/div

20 mV/div

(b)

0. 5 pj/div

Figure A5
Traings of oscillographs of the output from a photon
drag de.•ectr of voltage responsivity 0.18 mv/kW and
sensitive area 4 mm x 4 -m (a)24 om from the output
Ge window of the CO2 TEA laser and (b) 3 m from the
output window. The signal in (a) is superimposed oý
electrioal piok-up. In (a) the beam area was 20 om
implying peak pulse power of 210 MW and pulse energy 21J.
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Figure AG: Imprint of TEA laser beam on polaroid

film (actual size). Beam area = 0cm2 . Fringes

are caused Lya 0. 27mr wedge on the uncoated Ge
output window (reflectivity 38% per face).

'Ii

Figure A7: Imprint of TEA laser bean at focus
of a mirror of focal length 1.5 m. The 1.5 cm
diameter of the imprint implies 10 mradian
beam divergence.

14
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Figure AB: Double air-breakdown at approximately 10 am and 24 am
in frint of mirror intercepting the beam. iNota luminous
blow-off from Ge output window on right if lower photo.
Photos are time-exposures with light from area and
C-ischarge shielded from the camera*
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aumoating for mounting for

ku coated CU-Ni water cooled;; •.98.8% reflector Go reflector

(20 m rad. of aoarv.) 85j ooate inside

, antire£1eotion
,'• eocabeý on outside

IL

water coolant

silici-dtnchargaSL "

As support for
Ireflector

aluminium ahannel base (200 em x 15 cm x 5 cm)

Figure A9:

1Mechanical design features of simple diffusion cooled ow 002 laser. Perspex

material shown by hatching. The diagram shows only one side, the other being

similar. A magnified section of the reflector mountings is shown above.
Scale: j actual size.
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PART 8: CLOU[) PRODUCTION

Section 131. CloudT Chamber Cunstruction

A cloud chamber of v-'ýune 300 1 has been constructed from commercially
nvailable modular glass pipeline. A singia unit, of diameter 0.5m and
length 1 .9m, with around end faces, is sealed by two galvanised steel
end flanges. These are bolted to collars supported by tapers on the
outside diameter of the glass pipeline (figures B1 and B2). The cham-
ber can be pressurised up to 1.5 atm. Sudden venting to the atmosphere
through a I inch solenoidal valve produces a temperature drop uniformly
throughout the chamber. This results in supersaturations of over 60D•
if required. Condensation then proceeds on whatever nuclei may be
prespnt.

How much water will be condensed out per Lutit volume o7 cloud is deter-
miuted by thn rxpansion ratio, the initial temperature and the initial
relative humidity, or equivalently the expansion ratio and the observed
tenoerature fall (see below). The concentration of condensation nuclei
(which can be, at least crudely, controlled) determinas the number dens-
ity of drnplets. The size of the droplets is then fixed, and the cloud
will be munodisperse if all condensation nuclei are equally effective.
Provision is made for feeding the input gas through a discharge in
order to introduce ions as condensat.on nuclei.

The steel end flanges have central ports of diametbr ?.5cm which are
sealed by spring-loaded caps when the chanber is being pressurised.
(These were constructed from motorcycle tank filler caps). Once the

cloud has formed, the ports are quickly opened, and an unobstructed pas-
sage is available throwgh the homogeneous and well-defined cloud. For
attetiuation and other maas.rents it is a great advantage to eliminate
completely windows on which condensation can occur; the choice of wind-
ows at 10.6pr wavelength is very restricted in any case. Thus, there
is considerable advantige in arranging that the final pressure after
adiabatic expansion, is atmospheric.

The gas picks LP water vapour on its way into the chamber by being bub-
bled through a water tank. Alternatively one ray wait for saturation
to occur due to liquid water present in the bottom of the chamber.

Section B2. Measurement of Water Conensed

Before condensation occurs the adiabatic expansion from pressure ol to

pressL*re p 2 implies a temperature fall from Tj to T2 where

T, Pi

Y being the ratio of principal specific heat capacities (1.4 for air).
If the gas is supersaturated at the lower temperature T2 condensation
will occur on whrtever nuclei are affective in initiating the process.

The latent heat liberated during condensation increases the teperature

LR



of the gas to Tý , wr

P, c,(T 2'-T,)o L~o (Az)

Here pa is the mass density of air, s is the specific heat capacity of
air at constant volume, L is the latent heat of vaporisation, and Ap
is the mass of water condensed per unit volume of air. These constants
have the values

P. - 1.293 x 10-3 g cm"3
t 0o.718 J - 1 K-'1  (e3)
L 2.45 x 103 J g-1

Thus

o 0 T.38(T-T) = 0.38(AT 0 - A.T) (84)

whore T2 -TV is in degrees Kelvin and Ap is in g m-3. In order to det-
ermine Ap one calculates first T, - T2 6MT) from the initial excess
pressure Ap (figure B4 shows horwA T varies with Ap), end then one sub-
stitutes into equation (84) the measured value of AT. Typically
Ap - 4 g m- 3 for our clouds (see figure CS).

With the help of the curw of saturated water vapour density as a func-
tion of temperature P (T) given in figure 83, we can then proceed to
infer the initial relative humidity. During -ampression of the gas in
a tine of two or three minutes heating of about 4K was observed (figure
86). However, it is mor appropriate to consider the relative hum-
idity with respect to the saturated water vapour content ror room temp-erature P(Troom) minus that for the final t~emprture p(T2). Typically
relative humidities range f'rom 50% - &i.

The initial excess pressure Ap is measured with an aneroid pressure
gauge. The parameters Tronm, TI, T2 are measured with a copper-const-
antan thermocouple with the cold Junction at ice temperature. Figure i

85 is the calibration curve. Usually the output of the thermocouple
(--imV) was fed into a Hewlett-Packard ?1OOB chart recorder with int-
egral amplifier. Figure 86 shows typical temperature vs. time curves
for expansion from different excess pressures. Of course the temper-
ature fall is less the higher the relative humidity, but for approxim-
ately the same relative humidity we have observed 7.4K, 11.2K and 13.5K
for Apa 3 psi, 5 psi snd 6 psi respectively (late - 14.7 psi).

Section 83. Cloud Nucleation

Aegosols normally p.-ssent in laboratory air in concentrations of order
10 particles cm may be used to nucleate a cloud. We have found,
however, that much denser clouds (visually) can be produced by ion nuc-
leation; une feeds the ingoing gas through a diszharge (typically 4OmA,
2.9kv), and then expands from 6 psi above atmuspheric pressure. This
gives 5W supersaturation for 10# initial relative humidity and 4101.
supersaturation for 70 % initial relative humidity.

With regard to ion concentrations one notes that the rate of production L
of ions naturally (due to cosmic rays, radicactivity etc.) is of order
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10 ci- 3 s-1 and the rate of recombination of small icns is an+n_ where
a= 1.6 x 10-5 cm3 s-1; hance n+ a n_ - 2500 cm- for equilibrium. How-
ever the density of large ions in cities may be of order 30 000 cm- 3 .
If, in our discharge, we produce no ion pairs cm-, then after time t
we shall have n where

1+ 1 (Bs)
at (15 at

fl no

After say 3 minuteB (our filling time) one might expect to be left with
only 3000 ions cm- according to (85), but the recombination rate for
large ions is slower and we may in faut approach 3 x 105 cm- 3 .

Cigarette smoke and magnesium oxide smoke have proved effective in nuc-
leating clouds. A simple way to introduce smoke is to jam the "mouth"
end of a lighted cigarette into a hole which is cut in the polythene gas
input tube. A crude jenturi is thus formed which tends to draw the
smoke into the gas f!ow.

Further work on the control of droplet concentration by specifying the
concentration of condensation nuclei is required (Bl).

Section 84. Drop Sizes

Frequently clouds have exhibited a well-defined ceiling which descends
slowly under gravity. The velocity v of descent is given by 3tokes's
law

V = 2 ga 2d/91 (66)

where a is the drop radius, d is the mass density of watsr, g is the
acceleration due to gravity and n is the viscosity of air ( n - 1.8
x 10-4 dyne cm- 2 s). Thus a well-defined ceiling, uniformly descending,
suggests a monodisperse cloud. Figure 67 is a plt of v as a function
of a o, log-log graph paper. Clearly a drop of radius 1.5pm will des-
cend with velocity 0.027 cm s-1 and hence will require 1000s to cover
27cm (about the radius of the cloud chamber) - that is, a cloud life-
time of aL w, ,o minutes. For a - 3Pm this lifetime will be only 4
minutes. i
That clouds formed by adiabatic expansion should be monodisperse is to
be expected. Thus the radius of a drop grows in accordance with the
relation (82)

aj- = D(po- p.) (837)

where D is the diffusion coefficient for water vapour in air ( D -
0.239 cm2 s-1) and po pa are water vapour densities for, respectively,
infinite distance from the drop and the surface of the drop. Since
da/dt pc 1/a the-e will oe a tendency toward a monodisperse distributicn
even if the condensation nuclei are heterogeneous.

Direct confirmation that clouds produced by adiabatic expansion with
ion nucleation are mcnodisperse has been obtained by Cole et al (83).
Using a piston-drivei expansion chamber in which the same gas can be
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recycled they monitored aCi) over the 100ms period of the expansion by ]
identifying the oscillation: in the Mte efficiency factor K(a) , where
CL= sk and k a2r/X with X the wavelength. As a , and hence a , varies,
K (a) undergoes oscillations (figure B10) and the identification of a
peak immediately gives the drop radius at that time. Since K (a) is

a known function the measurement of light beam attenuation coefficient,
Kwa2 N , then gives the concentration of droplets. Unless these
clouds were monodisperse the oscillations of K (a) could not be res-
olved. The observation of Tyndall spectra also indicated monodisperse
clouds. Typically they found a- 1.05um and N - 1.1? x 106 cm- 3 .
They concluded that thtm half-width of the distribution was less than
20% of the most probable size.

Assuming, then, that our clouds are at least approximately monodisperse
a quick method of measuring the most probable drop radius for a cloud
whose water content Ap is known is to record the attenuation of a
0.63jum beam from a He-Ne laser. For this beam the attenuation is due
primarily to scattering and the cofficient is proportional to a2

(rather than a3 as for attenuation cefficient at 10.6)m). In fact,
we have

y(O.63) = Kwa'N = 3Ap/2di (BB)

Where we have taken K - 2 (a reasonable assumption since k- 2 " =10
and so a = ak t 15 for our clouds - see figure 02). Equation 7B86
should be compared with (D46), valid for a natural size distribution.
Writing - = 0.23Y* where y* is the attenuation in dB m- 1 we can express I
(BB) in the form

i w 6.513 x 10 AP" -* (B9)

where Ap is in g m-3 and i is in pro. Typical valies obtained for A
for clouds whose Apo is inferred from measurement of Ap and AT are
recorded in .figure C5.

A logarithmic amplifier (circuit shown in figure B7 and calibration
graph in figure B8) gives 1V output for each 1ode change in input sig-
nal. Thus the output from this amplifier is proportional to the atten-
uation coefficient -(0.63) rather than the transmittance I(o)/I(z).
This permits several decades of transmittance to be recorded without A
change of scale. Typical chart recordings of V(0.63) are given in
figures Cla, C2a and C3a.

The measurement of drop size distributions is a problem which has rec-
eived wide consideration. The chief methods akailable are surveyed in
appendix X2. For present purposes a real-time method which is instant-
-4neous in operation has very great advantages.

A possibility worthy of further investigation would be to gate the des-
cent of the drops. Then the different sizes will be dispersed in height
at a particular time after opening the gate, and the drops moving thro-,
ugh the 0.63pm beam on the axis of the chamber will have a radius which
decreases monotonically with time. The chert recor•;ng of 7 vs. time
should then reveal oscillations Aue to the oscillating variation of K(a)
with a (arising from interference between radiation transmitted through
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the drop and radiation diffracted by the drop). Identification of the
peaks then yields a value for a - essentially the method used by Cole
et al (B3) except that we employ a logarithmic amplifier and a longer
time scale.

Section B5. Cloud Lifetime

A cloud with 1 m 1.5pm should descend distance 2bcm in a time of order

16 min according to Stokes's law. Frequently such clouds were observed
to disappear in 3 - 4 minutes (contrast, for example, figures CIa or C2a
with C3e or Cl0a; the clouds in C3a and Cl0a were eventuetly blown

* away). Presumably evaporation was determining the lifetime of these
clouds. The final temperature, after adiabatic expansion, was below
room temperature and temperature charts show that recovery to room tem-
"perature occurs in a matter of minutes. Whether the cloud then dis-

=:, appears will depend on whether the amount of water vapou, initially
present was above the saturation water vapour at room temperature - as
can be achieved by preheating of the gas.

It is significant that a cloud such as that recorded in figure CIOa
should persist for as long as one hour probably because it was produced
immediately after a steam cloud which had preheated the gas.
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PART C: TRANSMITTANCE, EASUREMENTS

Section C1. Attenuation of TEA Laser 1O.6um Pulses

k •The system shown in figure 81 has been used to produce clouds of length
1.5m with water content -5 g m-3 . Following expansion ports P1 and P2

(figure 81) are ojpened, and a TEA laser pulse (typically 250MW over
20cm2 beam cross section) is propagated through the cloud. The pulse
is focused by a mirror onto a photon drag detector D1 which is connected

directly to the input of one chunnel of a dovble beam oscilloscope. A
germanium flat, uncoated on one side and antireflection coated for
10.6pm radiation on the other side, diverts 386 of the beam into a path
around the chamber; after reflections at three mirrors this beam is

focused onto a second photon drag detector D2 directly connected to
the second channel of the oscilloscope.

The Ge flat RI served also to deflect a 4e-Ne laser beam along the path
of the 10.6pm beam. The 0.63pm beam wcs deflected out again by a sec-
ond Ge 'lat R2 which was antireflectinn coated on both sides.

Typical results are shown in figurm Ci, C2 and C3. Figures Cla, C2a
and C3a are chart recordings of O.(,3pm attenuation coefficient for various
clouds,showing the times at which the attenuations of TEA laser pulses
were measured (automatically recorded by interference pickup spike).
Figures Clb, C2b and C3b show the actual pulses as recorded on polaroid
film. Figures Cic, C2c and C3c graph the attenuations at 1O.6)jm and
0.63pm as a function of time over the lifetime of the cloud. Of course
a calibrating experiment with no cloud has to be performed in ordor to
establish the relative gains in the two channels, and figure C4 shLOs
the degree of consistency obtained for three such "no-cloud" shots.

It can be concluded that attenuation coefficient at 10.6pm is 10 to 15
times less than at 0.63pm for the sort of clouds we produced. The
water content _ of these clouds was calculated from equation (84) to
be about 5 g m"•. The mean drop radius, as calculated from Ap and
0.63pm attenuation according to equation (B9)j waz about 1.'pm. Hence
the concentration of droqs was 3.56 x 105 cm-3. The 0.63pm attenuations
fell from about 20 dB m- to about 10 dB m-I after times of about 2, 4

and 11 minutes for clouds 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The fall time for
drops of radius 1.5pm is of order 13 - 15 minutes, so that thesa results
suggest that clouds I and 2 evaporated before they fell out, but not
cloLJ 3.

It can be concluded, also, that the attenuation by a cloud of water
droplets which are optically thin at 10.6pm (i.e. 2a is less than 10pm)
of 10.6pm radiation is approximately equal to that of the equivalent thin
layer of water. This is implied by the agreement between the theor-
etical valtie of Y(10.6pm) obtained from equation (D29) and the obser-
ved value. It implies that scattering is insignificant compared to
absorption, which again confirms the small size of the drops (according
to figure 03 scattering has fallen to about 1 of absorption at 2pm
radius and is negligible at Ipm).
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With regard to the large variation in the measured 10.6pm attenuations
in figures CIc, C2c and C3c two remarks might be made. In the first
place, apparatus alignment was somewhat sensitive to vibration, and
some vibration was inevitable when ports were opened and the polaroid
film advanced. Secondly, in order to obtain from the photon dreg det-
actors a signal which stood out well above interference pickup from
the TEA laser arc and main dischargqs, it was necessary to operate with
power densities of order 15M cm- at the surface of the detectors
(i.e. 5o0mV_ýulses corresponding to 2.5MW for responsivity 0.2 mV kW- 1

or 15 MW cm- over the 4mm x 4mm detector area). The threshold for
damage is stated to be about 50 MW cm- 2 but damage was clearly visible
on the surface of the germanium crystals after prolonged use. It is
thought that the occurrence of a shoulder on several of the upper trace
pulses (scale 500 mV ivision-I) was due to excessive power density on
the decector.

The energy density of the laser pulses, about I J cm-2, is well below
the theoretical threshold of 10 J cm-2 for nonlinear effects - evapor-
ation of drops across which the pulse propagates. The optics of the
TEA laser (uncoated Ge flat and 1.5m focal length mirror) gave a beam
divergence of 10mr which would increase to 50mr on condensing the beam
from 5cm to 1cm diameter. Over a 2m path this spreads the beam to
10cm diameter. Dyer et al (A2) report a beam divergence of only 0.2mr
for a TEA laser operating in a single trqnsverse mode with an unstable

resonator formed by a plane mirror of diameter 2.85cm and a convex
mirror of diameter 7.5cm and focal length -14.5m; the separation was
1.3m. We plan to use a convex mirror of focal length -4.5m and diamr-
eter 3.75cm in confocal arrangement with a concave mirror of focal
length 5m and diameter 7.5cm (expansion 4/3 per pass), but the 7.5cm
Ge flat on which the reflector is to be mounted requires to be anti-
reflect-ion coated and we are awaiting delivery of this item.

Section C2. Cloud Clearing with a CW 10.6pm Beam

The effect of a CW 10.6pm beam of power 3 - 5 W and diameter 3mm in al-
tering the transmittance of a cloud to a collinear 0.63pm beam from a
He-Ne laser has been investigated. Accurate spatial coincidence of the
beams can be achieved by expanding the 0.63,um beam to a diameter greater
than that of the 10.6pm beam and then defining the path of the coincid-
ent beams by allowing the 10.6pm beam to burn holes in two pieces of
cardboard.

Significant clearing was achieved only toward the end of a cloud life-
time when it had thinned considerably. The chart recording in figure
C6 shows how the transmittance of the He-Ne laser beam varies after the
10.6pm beam is switched on. The transmittance rises from 6% to 28. 6%
in three seconds, then declines in 2s to a steady value of 1$%, and fin-
ally it declines to about 6ý again Is after the beam is switched off.

In figure C7a eight such clearing episodes were recorded during the
evolution of a cloud produced by feeding steam from an electric kettle
into the cool expansion chamber. The magnitude of the clearing incre-
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ases considerably as the cloud dispels, an effect also noted by Mullaney
et al (CI) (figure C11). In this chart recording transmittance rather
than attenuation coefficient is recorded, the logarithmic converter
being omitted. The clearing episodes shown in chart C7a are axpand'd
(in time) in the sequence of oscillogiraphs shown in figure C7b. In
general the transmittance rises to a peak, and then decreases to a
steady-state value apparently because convection draws a steady flo.i )f
drops into the beam. Note that the steady-state clearing is only 0.2V
at episode no.1 when the cloud is thickest, and has riser, to 2.OV at
episode no.8 when the cloud is thinnest.

The attenuation of the CW 10.6pm beam should fall owing to evaporation
of drops during cloud clearing. Thus attenuations for a CW 10.6prm beam
should be smaller than for a TEA laser 10.6pm pulse. We have not made
"this comparison, but figures C9b and ClOb show how CW 1O.6pm attenuation
varies during evolution of respectively a steam cloud (figure C9a) and
a very long duration expansion cloud with ion plus smoke nucleation
(figure CIa). The oscillographs record the output from a pyroelectric
detector due to the 100Hz (full wave rectified supply frequency) ripple
component present in the laser output. (Use of this AC component was
convenient and allowed the use of the entire laser output, which the
use of a chopper would not. However, since the modulation level was
"only S.5% of the DC level, the ripple cannot have significantly affect-
ed the observations). The response of the detector is shown in figure
C8, For the steam cloud the attenuation at 1O.6pm fell from 3.6 dO m-1
to zero while that at 0.63pm fell from 11.7 d8 m- 1 to 1.3 dB m- 1 . In
the case of the expansion cloud, the attenuation decreased from 2 dB m-
to 0. 13 dB m-1 at 10.6pm while the 0.63pm attenuation decreased from
14.7 dD m- 1 to 2.0 d1 m 1 .

The ratio of attenuation coefficients, y(O.63)/ y(10.6), was 3.3 for
the steam cloud but 7.3 for the expansion cloud, implying that the drop
size was greater in the steam cloud (see figures D3 and 06). In fact
the ratio y(O.63)/ y(10.6) is a sensitive indicator for drop size, which
might provide the basis for a useful field instrument since 7(i0.6)
gives Ap directly for drops with diameter less than 10pm.
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Figure CI'b: Attenuý,tion of TEA lager
pulses G~-10 MW/au over 20 cx2) at
various times during the evolution of
cloud, £ (see figured.a).
Corrected transmittances are:
(1) t + 30 sec 0.64
(2 ) t + 60 see 0.66
3) t + 100 see 0.78

t + 160 see 0.98
t + 220 see 0.98

upper trace: through ohAAber(50(RV/di4~
lower trace: around chamber (20QnV/div)
sweep 4.peed a 0.5p/i

nO cloud: Pulse ratio -0,94
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2

3 4I Figure C2b: Attenuation of TEA laser
2pulses ( -10 MW/cm over 20 cm ) at

various times during evolution of

cloud 2 (see figure C2a).

Corrected transmittances are:

(i) t + 15 sec 0.52
(2) t + 60 sec 0.61
(3) t + 100 sec 0.67
(4) t + 140 sec 0.10
(5) t + 180 sec 0.97

upper trace: through chamber(500 mV/divi
lower trace: around chamber (200 mV/divl

,O., sweep speed: 0.5 Ats/div

no cloud: pulse ratio 0.77
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Figure C2c: Comparison of attenuations by cloud '2 for (1)O63jýam beans
and (ii) 10,. p. bean, as the cloud dispels, (TEA'laser pulses.
of .10 Wonc and bean aross section 20 cm S
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18.0

9.5

---- 0.79
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--- , 0.79
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average 0.77

Figure C4: No cloud experiments to establish relative gains
for the through-chamber and around-chamber ohannels
Upper trace: through ohamber (500 mV/div)
Lower trace: around chamber (200 .V/div)
Sweep speed: 0o.5e/div
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S Figure C7&s Transmittance of steam cloud A at 0.63
versud time as cloud dispels (chart spteed
O.5"/min). At times marked 192,3,4,5,6,7,8
at 1O.6/k&m beam Of power ~-13W and diameter

-,4mm was switched on and off. Expanded
recordii of transmittance variation at these

- .*------times are shown in f igure C7b.
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IV -2Ax~A of photonaltiplier
6urrerit

- zero

-0

zero
-~ attenuation

Figure 07b,. Clearing by 10.6 m
beam (~ 3 w, 4 mm diam.) of *

steam cloud A at various times
as the cloud dispels, as
monitored by transmittance to
0.63 p~m beam coincident with
infra-red beam.
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Firure C8:
.seponse of Plessey

triglycine sulphate
pyroelectric detector

(type PSC222) witý
responsivity i O1VAV

to (a) switching off
(b) switching on , and

(a) (c) 5.5% nmodulation at100 1IZ of cw CO2 laser
radiation.

For (a) and (b) scales are:
"vertical: 0.5 V/div
horizontal: 0.2 sidiv

, I

(b),A

(c) :-A
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*-100 % transmittance (no cloud)

time ev 10.6Mr, 0.63 M.r
<seac) (dB/m) (dB/m)

54 3.6 11.7
78 2.0 6.s

S42 o-b7 4.1

Si I

im •136 0.2:0 2.,3

ii

162 0.00 1.3

Figure C9b : Attenuation of 3 W cw l0.6u&m beam and attenuation of
0.63#m beam as a function of time after formation of
steam cloud (introduction of steam from electric kettle).
5.5%100 Hz modulation of the cw beam is monitored by a
pyroelectric detector; each pulse in above slow sweeps
represents the amplitude of this modulation signal.
A chart recording of 0.b3fm attenuation (using log
amplifier) is shown in figure C1O
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Figure Cl1b Attenluationl of' i W CR 10.6ýkm beam for long duration expansion cloud
(,4P - 6.5 psi s ions A, smoke;

air preheated by previous statm)

Vr' -100;b transimittance (no olovd)

time ow 10.6m^. 0.63ww-n
(min) (dB/m/

5 2.00 14.7

I 325 0.467 6.0

3t 0.46 4,0

46- 0.33 3.0
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PART D: THEORY AND LITERATURE SURVEY

Section 01. Scattering by Droplets

General theoretical treatises include books by Van de Hulst (DI),
Deirmendjian (D2) and Kerker (03). The Mis theory has also been dis-
cussed by Born and Wolf (04). In the following curtailed analysis we
closely follow Van de Hulst.

Let E..,El denote the radiation electric fields respectively perpend-
inular and parallel to the plane containing the incident and scattered
directions. Then for incident fields E0• ,E011 of unit amplitude

-Ikr i-wt
E ± () a E. e-ikz+wt

ikr 0

Eikr+iwt

ikr E il
where z is the the distance along the direction of the incident wave,
r is the distance along the direction of scattering and 9 is the angle
of scattering. SIM S2(0) are complex amplitude functions.

On taking the squares of the moduli we obtain for polarisations perpen-
dicular and parallel to the plane of scattering

1= -"-Io; - I
k-. rc r 2  I k r (02)

= Is1()lIs(0)12

and for unpolarised light
S(i,4"-i2)

I =(M0 (D3)

The scattering cross section is an area of oa. such that the total po-
wer scattered into all directions equals Ios Thus

I kf -(il+i 2 )df = f r2 1 dR (D4)

For a medium with N equal size scatterers per unit volume, the intensity
scattered in a direction making angle 0 with the incident electric
vector from a small volume AV is

rA i 0+'2(0) i(10 (D5)

The power scattered into solid angle M£ is I r2 M , whilst the incident
power is A !o 6110 where AV - A Az. In the case of a distributicn of
drop sizes, the power scattered into 61 is

I r2 ai = I M6 k21 li,(O,a)+ i(9,a)l N(a)da (D6)

1 0 AV 60 0(0)



• +where

0 (o). kOf fl i(0,a)+ 12 (,a)1 N(a) da (0 )

Calculations by Deirmendjian (D5) for functions P,(0) and P, (R) which
are proportional to ,,(8) and 12(e)[ p()= 4 " '()
Kwa2 is the attenuation cross section (see below- and a = ak with

tk 2r/X] are shown in figure 01 for an assumed distribution of drop-
let sizes of the fnrm a exp (-1.5a) . The calculations for water
"droplets are done for wavelengths O.?Opm and 10.0,pm. The solid curve
is P, (0) and the dotted curkie P2(O). Carrier et al (D6) have calcul-
ated tht backscattering P(ir) for various cloud models. For example,
the fair weather cumulus model having a total drop concentration of
300cm- 3 and most probable radius 3.5pm yields P(r) = 2.3 x 10-5 m-1 sr-1

Suppose that a laser delivers power Po into a beam with solid angle of
divergence MIo . Then a cloud at range z is subject to irradiance

-• = P0/(6o A) over an area A where A = z68%* Let the backscattering
be collected by a mirror of aperture S, so that 60l - S/z 2 . Thus the
power collected will be

(i.A) A6z •(. ) 6Z () (08)

Take Po = I00MW and a beam divergence of Imr. Then for a cloud at i0km
range and S-.104 cm2 (i-Am diameter mirror) we find, assuming 6z - lOOm
and (()m 2.3 x 1y-5 mr- sr-l, a returned power of 2.3kW.

Since Az -1/-y whera 7 is the attenuation coefficient the bankscattered
signal is proportional to l(v )/y , a quantity which should be sensit-
ive to the modal radius of the drop size distribution. The possibility
of obtaining information about drop sizes from backscatter measurements,
possibly using two wavelengths (10.6pm and 0.63pm) deserves further
investigatioa.

Section D2. Attenuation (Extinction) by Droplets

Consider the resultant amplitude due to scatterers in a slab of thick-
ness 6z normal to the direction of propagation. The slab is irradiatedwith a plane wave of unit amplitude, exp (- i kz+ iwt) %eE0. At a point P

distant z ahead of the slab the total field (including also the incid-
ant field) is given by _.

e-Oikz +iwt + f (8):0kr+IW N d: dy dz

EO{ f (e) ik N dx dy dz
ff Jo ikr 

'.

- o 1 + SOirNddydz}

where we use

r z4 (x 4.,) 4  (z »> x , ,) (DIo)

r t--a+,- Z > X Y 0 0

r.



Performing the integration over dxdy with zhe help ofI bx'dx ,W (oii)

and with the approximations S(e)= S (o) and z • r , we find

- Eoj I 1- 2 k N S (o0 6z (012)

Now if one attributes to the medium a complex refractive index,

n u n -in (013)

then propagation over 6z multiplies the wave by the factor

-ik~z rh- 1) (0)
I .- 1 , - ik 6z(?1) (D14)

acid this describes what we have found in (D12) if

'k U(i'-I) a 21rk" NS(O)6z

or

W 1- 2rik-3 N S(O) (D15)

Thus after distance z the wave has amplitude

E = •-ik'&+iwt -k"" - iknz + iwt (016)

and since I oc E2 the attenuation coefficient y of the medium is given
by

= 2kn' = 2k 1[ 21ik 3 NS(O)] (017)

= 4-rk-2 [S(o)]

From -y we define an attenuation cross section a and an efficiency factor
K by means of

-y No ; o = Wra2 K (D18)

so that

K 4 4a-2[ S(O)] a -ak (019)

where a is the drop radius and ra2 the geometrical cross section. a in-
cludes a contribution from forward scattering.

The Mie calculation for S(O) yields the function K(a) shown in figure

D2. Note that K (a)---o 2 for large a. The doubling of the geometrical
shadow is due to diffraction (DI,07). The cross section for absorption

0' will be given by

.60
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a-a (D20)
a rs sea

where u is given by eq. (J18) and a., is given by eq. (04). The relat-
ive contributions of absorption and scattering to attenuation at IO.6Hm
as a function of drop radius are shown in figure 03. Three standard
drop size distributions yield the attenuation and scattering coeffici-
ants shown in figure 04 after Oieviia ndjlian (D2).

Section 03. Mis Calculation

For the complex amplitude functions S,(e) and S,(9) the rigorous Mie
calculation for homogeneous spheres yields

,:• s1(o)=~ 2n+1 (S, (9) M . .), I,.n. (co 13) + bn n .(COS 1)
nul (D21)

S,(8) -2 .+):"÷1i bWn.(COS)+anT .(COSB)
nal

where the functions wn(cos 9) and T,(co8 e) are defined in terms of
ordinary Legendre polynomials Pn(cosO) by

d"•) " •xp,(x) ,

(022)

Tn(X) a X) t•X-(1-X2) tX "n

dx

and where ae and b. are coefficients determined by the constants ?( and a.
If we write B ?(Q then

sý(•)s.t) - s.(ar)S. (a)
Sn(i)4, (4 - 3 S n(B)Vn(a (D23)

.=as(n(iQ(o) - Sn(a)'()

with S.(o) (jro)1  (a)

(024)
•()= ( i-a)" ?')

((2)

where J , (x) is a Bessel function end H(2) 1(x) a Hankel function.

Section 04. Rayleigh Approximation C ak ,C I

When a 4K (or a << 1 ) the ,catterpr radiates like a dipole of moment
, Eo . For the direction of polarisation normal to the scattering plane
the dipole moment is c E0 , whereas for the direction of polarisation in
the plane of scattering it is cEocos 0. Hence

; -- r -



f . '~ [

• t,1 o (D25) .2r2 
t

Putting e ,0 and comparing with eq. (r) we find

S(0). i k~ .(26)

The polarisation of the ciyop is e/V where V is the volume of the drop,
and hence

a S(O)

where W ir the complex rerractive index of water at the frequency
considered.

Fromf 8Q. (018) ero (oI9) we find foi the absorption cross section of
the dropl"

o. - Kira 2 a 4rk-2;US(0d]

M -Vk5[W-I] =2kV.nn

O;ire K 2kn'n is the absorption coefficient of liquid water. For a
cloui of drops with concentration N the attenuation coefficient is
given by

.. =fa(a)N(a)da = KJV(a)N(a)"i

(Ap/d\ (o2 3)
where •hp is the mass of water per unrý volume of cloud and 4 is the
, aus of watar per unit volum of wa,,er.

This formula is apprxpriate for obsoeption of .0.6um by clouds whose
dropS are optikally thin. Using the dtte of Centeno (ae) for the refra-
ctive index1 of water at 1, 6yim.

n 1.175 + 1(0.0802) (
we obtai-, for the absorption coeff cient cf liquid water the result

2 2k n = 1.2x10 Cm 1

Thua dr-*s qxr optically thin provided that 2a < . pm Under these
,onditiona the powerext erted fma the laser, beam is proportional to the

volu•e cf, a drop, and eq. (Cr2-) is then valid. Physically this :ie~ns
thst tka et.murption -3f a cloud is -he absorption of the equivalent thin
'ayer 0. wetor. When ,,• < 2pm (figure 03) ncattering will be small com-
pared to &b-nrption and we may write -y ,.-y,,. Substit.ting eq. LD31)
into (D29), rne firds thmc * 0.112 r"for ? Ap a I g m-', which

rCespords to 0.4 dB rI- ptr g M-3. of liquid xater. Rersch and Long
(09) mention t-st all d$ittAib.tion models with mont pr-bahle radius
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(4between O.3,pm and 2.Ojim predict 0.4 (dB nrlr)(g mr3)-I for 10.61im atten-
uotion, so that this wavelength is suitable for mensurement of liquid
water content of clouds. The experimental results described in Section

C bear out th~is conclusion.

a1 4 SV 4 Il 2 kV(n2_ V2/6 (D32)

In the ca.9e when there are N scatterers per unit volume which are spaced[ by distances small com~pared to a wavelqngth we can write(03

cN a(D3

where M is the comrplex refractive index f'or the cloud (as opposed to ?r
which is for liquid water). Now substitution into eq. (032) yields

~. = a irk' l

a 8,r3 (n2_. 12 (034)
3X4 N2

Section D5. Diffraction A-p~roximation (ak >>I)

When an object is viewed from a distan~ce z which is large enough for
the object to be well within the central Fresnel zone (raciiusv'li )
then the amrplitude at the viewing point P is given by

Es ikz1iwt te kt6ikr -ik(xcos+ysin+) 81" dx dy (D359)ff
where r, 8, + are polar coordinates of P referred to axes with origin
in the particle and with x-y plane normal to the incident light . (The
distance from P to a general point (X9y 0) on the particle's plane is
r-(icos++y sin+) sinO ).The form'o ~ (05) sta f(l

a single particle if

S (8,+) A2 D(O,+) (D36)
21r

with

AD(e,4A dx dy(07

where A is the area of the shadow. From sq. (03) the sc~attered intcen-
sity is given by

= A21 D~(9,#)2 (o0
X2r2  1
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Since 0((O1+.= 1, eqs. (01-9) and (0319) yield

a 0 A 2A (039)

which confiris that diffraction doubles the qsoastrical cross section.

For' a isphere Vie. ?unctian 0(0 ,4) can be evaluated toi
D(S,*),. 2 e k(oo

! whom' J, Ls a Bmeso furiction uF the first kind., Tis first dark ring
of this ;m1lmwn diffr-ction pattern occurs at

a. Wn , 3.83 nD41)

NOW

s4,)= d"9 (042)

For the relative intensities qo the first and *acond diffraction ringsre•lative to the central mmxlum sene figure D5.

The analysis given by Wright (DIG) suems to describe the sttuation most

succinctly. For the drop size distribution a gamma funntion distrib-
ution law .(02) is asiuved:

;•. ,, (a)ds -)4 ( 3)

where r(p +) is the complete gaomse function, N is the total drop conc-
entration, a is ths drop'redius, pothe most-probable radius, and po is
"the width para•meter. At large radii this reduces to the Junge distrib-
ution law.

The total volumd of liquid wdter per unit volume of cloud is given by

q TV= a N(a)do,£o (D44)

3i N0 P3

The attenuation (ext.•nctiun) coe,'flcient ?or v particular wavelength is
giver. by.

Y i Tr na2K(a.. M'~a)da (D45)

0

6A

., T ý ' "A--,j



where r is the complex refractive index of water. The exact Mie cal-
culation of K(a,?I) is complicated ,and tedious but for refractive index
(D30) we may use the Van de Hulst approximation

4 2 2 { c2g -p tan.o(p.-2 9 )1

K(a,W•) 2" - coaq 9-qtangin(TI-9) +1 cilg o 2-'pngos-2) _9.••

where

U n -in'

ni

tang n - 2a(n-1) (04?)

The approximation is valid for i <<«1 and a correction factor has been
applied by Deixmendjian (02). On this basis Wright obtains the atten-
uation coefficients for 1.06pm and 10.6)jm radiations which are shown in
figure D6 as a function of ao. The attenuation coefficients are plotted
for three values of p and are' not particularly sensitive to p.

For large a (mak)the simple assumption

K(, 2 (48)

can be made, in which case eq. (D45) integrates up to

'= s�aN (D49)

Measurements of attenuations at 1.06pm and 10.6pm are used by Wright
first to infer a mode radius a0 from the ratio y(1.06)/ Y(1O.6) by
reference to figure 06. Then 10.6pm attenuation establishes Ap * qd
by eq. (D29), and from q one finds N by use of (D44).

Use of eq. (049) in (044) yields

Ap = qd - 2a yd (P+l)(P+2)(i+3) (050)

9 110
This differs from (88) by the factor (p +l (p 4. on the left
hand side; for p - 2 the factor is 2.5, for p 4 it is 1.1 ano for
P - 6 it is O.B.

Section 07. Experimental Observations

A general view of the literature up to 1972 has been given by Vatsia
(D11).

The first extensive work on transmittance of natural fogs tc radiation
in the spectral band 0.35 - 10 pm was carried out by Arnulf et al (012).
Figure 07 summarises the results.

Gates and Shaw (D13) measured the transmittance of various clouds to sun-

.................................................... ,..•,...... ..•i ,,.•-•:j
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light between 0.48p.m and 12pm, concluding that the transmittance is
consgstently higher in the 8.0 to 12.0 pmA region than in the 0.48 to
5.Opri region.

Kurnick at al (014) have reported transmittance of rain, snow, sleet,
freezing fog and, fog in Chicago to I - 11pm radiations - see figure

a8.

Johnson and Burch (015) investigated the transmittance of artificial
fogs at wavelengths 0.434, 1.01, 3.5, 10.0, 13.5 and 345 pm. The fogs
were generated by spraying liquid nitrogen into the top of a chamber
containing air saturated by contact with water at the bottom of the
chamb'er slightly above room temperature. Figure D9 summarises the
results.

CGnu F.nd Hogg (016) have measured attenuations of natural fogs and rain
ova'.' a 2.6km puth for various laser beams (He-Ne at 0O63pm, He-Xe at
3.Fm, and C02 at 10.6pm). Fogs attenuated 10.6pm radiation least,
whdIst rain attenuated 0.63pm radiation least. Fogs containing 0. 1 g I
of water attenuated 1C.6pm radiation by 15 dB kni 1 , whist rain at
25 mm h-1 (I g m-3 ) produced 12.5 dB km-I (figure DID).

Ro.•nsch and Long (u9) measured attenuation by very light fog and by
rain of 0.63prn and 10.6pm laser- beams. For rain at 24 mm h- 1 they find
attenLntions of about 10 dB km-I for both beams.

Sanders and Selby (017) have measured attenuations by dense natural
clouds at several laser wavelengths - 0.63, 1.15, 3.39pm (He-Ne), 10.6pm
(G02), and 337pm (CN). Clouds were sampled with a 4-stage Casella
impactor; distributions had mode radii in the range 1.6 to 4.5pn, and the
total drop concentrations ranged from about 200 to 2500 cm-3 (the liquid
water contents being in the range 0.03 to 0.4 g m-3 ). The measurements
were made at Great Dun Fell, Cumbria, a site (at altitude 2780 feet)
where visibility was less than 200m for 264 days during the year 1966 at
9 a.m. They state that the absence of large drops (20 - 1O00m) might
be expected at the base of stratus clouds where drops are at an early
stage of evolution. Attenuation at 10.6pm (over a 90m path) was compar-
ed with attenuation at O.63pm (over a 45m path). Expressing the atten-
uations in dB km-I the former wj3 always less than the latter, the ratio
varying from 0.31 to 0.64, corresponding to a range of 10.3pm attenua-
tion coefficient 9.5 - 45.8 dBkm-I (figure D11)

Wright (010) reports observations with a transmissameter which operates
continuoualy and automatically over a path of 560m at wavelengths 0.63pm
1.06 pm and 10.6pm. Figure D12 compares attenuation coefficients for
10.6pm and 1.06pm beams over the month of May, 1975. Figure 013 shows
attenuations vs. time during a fog on May 9, 1975,

With regard to backscatter and lidar Collis (oi8,19) has reviewed the

potential use for atmospheric probing. Backscatter measurements haveV been made by Fiocco and Smullin (020), Rensch and Long (021), Brandewie
and Davis (022) and Hughes at al (023). Clemesha et al (024) describe
a laser radar system for atmospheric studies. Herman et al (025) prop-
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ose a bistatic lidar which would enable aerosol size distributions to
be inferred from polarisation measurements. -ea also Barrett and
Ben-Dov (D26).

Section D8. Cloud Clbaring

A drop of radius a(t) at time t gradually shrinks as it evaporates. In
a radiation flux F this shrinkage is given by

a(t) e(O) et (051)

TF a 3qHd 0 lOJc "M

where H is the heat required to convert unit mass of water at room temp-
erature into vapour and I is a factor which accounts for loss of heat
to the medium. Analysis of cloud clearing by laser beams sufficiently
intense to evaporate drops has been made by Glickler (027), also Lamb
and Kinney (D28) and Sukhroukov et al (D29).

Measurements of the clearing due to a GW 10. 6 pm beam, as monitored by
the change in transmittance for a collinear 0.63pm beam, have been made
by Mullaney et al (030). Figure 014 shows how transmittance varies with
time after switheing on the 10.64m beam. The ultimate steady-state tra-
nsmittance is less than the peak value reached some 0.5s after switch-
on (for beams with power density between 5 and 50 W cm- 2 ) because of
the onset of convection which draws drops into the cleared channel.
They measure I - 10 cm s-1 for the velocity of the convection and find

0.1 - 1.0 K for the temperature rise of the ascending air immediately
Sabove the beam. Their clouds are produced by introducing steam into a
chamber (0.83m long) refrigerated to 275K. They estimate drop radii

in the 2 - 7?4m range, and concentrations between 103 and 104 cm- 3 . The
product FT was found to be constant as F is varied, in agreement with
eq. D51, and they obtain 28 _ 4 J cm- 2 for its value, implying that

In the case of TEA laser pulses there is insufficient time for loss of
heat to the medium, implying that r•1 in eq.051. Moreover the heat-
ing is sufficiently rapid (a few tenths of a microsecond) for the mat-
erial of the drop to be inertially confined. The evaporation may then
take the form of a micro-explosion after the radiation pulse has passed,
which would change the parameters of the medium rnly for a subsequent
pulse. The threshold energy density of 10 J cm- can be exceeded by
optical condensation of the 20 cm2 beam of our TEA laser, but it will
be necessary to limit the beam divergence to less than 1mr by use of an
unstable resonator before tests of these nonlinear effects can be
carried out for our laboratory clouds.

"In some elegant experiments Kafalas has examined the behaviour of sin-
gle drops irradiated with a focused TEA laser pulse (power density only
10 MW cm- 2 , however). Photomicrographs of the droplet were obtained by
Kafalas and Ferdinand (D31) (i) before the pulse, (ii) 0.9Ss after the
pulse and(iii) 2.3ps after the pulse. The drop was positioned at the
focus of three microscopes illuminated by 20ns sparks in succession.
Figure D15 shows their results. For optically thin drops the explosion
is spherical, and they find 130 m s- (Mach 0.4 in air) for the vapour
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Ft
front expansion of a 12 pm radius drop averaged over the first 1.3)s.
For optically thick drops front surface explosion with rear surface
spallation gave a "dumbbell" expansion; a shock initiated at the frontI surface travels through the drop to cause spallation at the rear surface.

Kafalas and Herrmann (D32) used a schlieren system to fot3ow the expand
sion of the shock fronts. They observed (figure 01e) (i) expansion of
a shock front with velocity Mach I in air driven by a temperature stop
and (ii) an expanding sphere of water vapour behind the thermal shock.
The velocity nf the latter decreased from 130 m a over the first
2 - 3 sa, to 15 m s- 1 over the next 5 - 15 ps, and finally to 0 m s-1
over the last 16 - 3? ps of observation. The duration of the laser
pulse was 0.1?7Sps. They calculate that the energy dissipated in the
explosion (0.11mJ) was comparable to the energy required to evaporate
the drop (0. 16mJ).

In view of the several orders of magnitude change in the absorption
which occurs when water changes from liquid to vapour phase, it is of
considerable interest to measure the shape of a TEA laser pulse with
energy density greater than the evaporation threshold, 10 J cor 2 , and
with duration short enough for at least partial inertial confinement.
In 0. 1ps an explosively evaporating drop will have expanded to radius
S13jrm, whatever its initial radius. Does such a drop absorb like
liquid water for the leading part of the pulse and as vapour for the
following part? We plan to investigate this effect.
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' Fig. 4. Photomicrograph of a 20-m~m-radius water droplet bring
irradiated by a lO.6-vin limer pulse. (a) Droplet before the pulse.
bN droplet during the pulse. (cl droplet 1.3 osec later. (The ar.

rows show the direct ion of the pulse in projection.)I

.40

I4 A

Fig. 6. A 12-;sut (radius) droplet 2.0 sMsec after incidence of the Fig. 7. A 26
-ism (radius) droplet 0.9 lisec after incidence ,I

laser pulse. lae ple

[ . Figure D15: Photomicrographs of drops undergoing explosive
eaoaino iraiton by afoe ssed 10.6 P-rn

K~ pulse with power density ,10 M*.:,cm
(Aftr P Kaflasand A.P. Ferdinand, ref. D31)
(Afer . afaas83
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Fig. 2. Schlieren photographs of four exploding water droplets.
The radius of each droplet is shown at the left and the elapsed
time since the lO.6-Mum laser pulse is shown at the right. Laser

pulse direction: left to right.

OF1i!Vol
[I ,

I I

Fig. 4. Schlieren photograph of a large (-,35 pm radius) explod-
ing water droplet 6.7 usec after the 10.6-~rn laser pulse. Laser

pulse direction: left to right.

Figure D16: Schlieren photographs of the expanding shock and
vapour fronts associated with the explosive 1
evaporation of drops irradiated by focussed TEA
laser pulses.

(After P. Kafalas and J. Herrmann, ref. D32)
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•, ~APPENDIX X2;_ pARTICLE SIZING WE THOOSF(a) Orect particle sizing methods (I - 6) involve the measurement

of imprints left on a slide coated with a material such as MgO or gel-
atine as a current of air impacts the drops onto the slide. For example,
a four-stage Casella impactor (2) draws air through a series of four
jets behind each of which is a gelatine coated glass disc; at about
17,S5 litres rain- 1 airflow the first disc collects 1OOpm drops, the sec-

V ond 10pm, the third 3.5ym and the fourth .3pm. The stains left on the
gelatins are sized and counted over some area; the ratio of stain dia-
meter to drop diameter is typically 1.4, a factor that has to be found
by calculation. The efficiency of collection of drops of different
sizes nt any stage may vary, and must be corrected for.

(b) The Direct impact methods give low sampling rates, require tedious
measurement and analysis, and disturb the sample. Optical methods are
free from these objections. They are based on a number of different
principles.
(i) Most direct is the correlation between the intensity of the light
pulse scattered by a drop and the size of the drop (7,8). In an ingen-
ious application of this principle drops are drawn through an intra-
cavity He-Ne laser beam causing s•,ostantial change of output (9). A

multichannel pulse height analyser enables particles in various size
groups to be counted and the counts can then be directly displayed on
an oscilloscope as a count spectrum. In a commercial version * of this
instruments cover the following size ranges: 0.01 - 5 pm. 2 - 30 pm,
20 - 300 pm and 300 - 4500 pm. Sampling rate is up to lOkHz.

(ii) Forward scattering of light from a laser beam collected by a lens
gives a diffraction pattern at the focal plane of the lens ?rom which
can be deduced (at least in principle) the size distribution of the
scatterers (10 - 13). In a commercial version'of this principle a

[' multielement detector at the focal plane picks up the diffraction rings
from different size groups. The output is multiplexed through an
analogue to digital converter, the particle size distribution computed
in a signal processor and the spectrum displayed on a paper printout.

(iii) Measurement of the velocity spertrum of the drops and use of
Stokes's law gives the radius distribution. Optical heterodyne tech-p niques for the velocity spectrum have been exploited by Gollub et al
(14). An alternative is to allow the drops to move through an inter-S~ference fringe pattern produced by interfering a split laser beam. By

picking up the scattered light pulses, then extracting the periodicity
of the pulse train with great accuracy by multiplying the train
with many different time-delayed versions of itself (digital correlator)
one measures the velocity spectrum for particles traversing the inter-
ference pattern (15). A commercial version is available.'

(iv) Knollenberg (16) has measured particle sizes by projecting a magn-
ified image as a shadow over an array of optical fibres feeding photo-
multipliers.

S(v) A fifth method, yet to be tested. is an adaptation of the method
employed by Cole et al (17). The descent of drops under Stokes's law
will be gated a distance d above a 0.63um laser beam transverse to
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I. their descent paths. On opening the gate, first the largest and then

progressively smaller drops pass through the beam. Monitoring the for-

ward scattered diffraction lobe at the focal plane of a lens, the osc-

illation of the Mie efficiency factor K(a) with drop radius a af/k

is sought on a chart recording using a logarithmic amplifier to give

output proportional to N(A) a8 K(a).

(c) Electrostatic methods for sizing drops have been investigated by
.:•eK iely and Millen (18). The additional capacitance added as a drop str-

ikes a collection electrode causes a small pulse of extra charging

current proportional to the volume of the drop added.
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MW-NDIX X3
A compact 50-J CO2 TEA lase with VUV preloni~zatlon
and the discharge m1chanlsm"'

P. F. Browne and P. M. Webber
Phylucs De-parimnt.. (.'Khwfq ldd ujAanAchier, instiuiu of Scirowe and Trehitknoa.
Mandhester .0460 IQD. England
(Received 9 Febiruary 1976: in final Formi I April 1976)

A deipi is repirted for a comnpact and %implyv constructed CO. TEA lasr giving~ pukh or up to 50 1 with
0. 1 -p&s duration from a discharge of dimensions 45 v' 6 ~6 crm' The gas is pmiuiatrd by VLJV irradiatioinA
from t wo lines of 34 series arcs to either side of the uniform rwMl electrodes to which posatet"~ of + 50 kVY
and - 50 kV are applied. The mechanism (if prcsomiahlon and the condmur AS fr a uniform ditcharge are
con&~ --ed

PACS numbers: 42.6O.Cz, 52.110.1g1. 1470. + p

Thr' ionization of large volumes of gas at atmospheric For reflectors we have use an uncoated Ge flat (72",
and higher pressures by vacuum uitravlolet or x-ray reflectivity) and a gold-coated Cu-Zr concave refle-.f) j
irradiation from arrays of hot transient arcs is of in- with radius of curvature 3 ni, both of diameter 7. 5 cm'
creasing interest. The phenomenon has plt*yed a central An unstable resonator also proved effective. Gas flo~w
role in the development of TEA lasers. The earliest rates, in Ur/mm, are in the ranges 4-9 He, 2-3 CO2 ,
I EA iasers excited the gas mix by corona di scharges 2 N2.
fromi arrays of pins, which may or may not be fedI
through ballast resistors. 13 These were superceded The gas is preloinized by VU.V radiation from two

by dvics eployng aifrni-iet elctroesthegas lines of arcs to either Bide of the main electrodes and

being prelonized by means of an auxiliary discharge of 28cIpr Fg ) ahliecnit f3 rsi
limited energy; the auxiliary discharge (of corona series between tungsten or copper pins which are glued
type) may occur to a dielectric -coated electrode, 4 -6 into the ravine between touching capillary glass tilbes

to pins, " or to fine tungsten wires Lo either side of (7 -mm o. d. ; 2. 5 mm I. d. ). Earthed condumctingt rods

the main discharge. 9-1 More recently, there ha inside the capillaries polarize the glass and increase
emerged a third class of device in which the ga i the capacity to earth of each pin. The gaps were 3-4
preionized by vacuum ultraviolet radiation from arrays mim. The striking potential watt less than 20 kV, but
of hot transient arcs in series'2 or in parallel"'3 " with thliewresulyfdrma0.5F pctr
the main discharge. Uniform discharges at atmospheric cagdt 0ks ht65. sdshre hog68 arcs. The ringing period of 6 p~s indicates a circuitpressure over gaps as large as :'0 cm can be achieved

by hismetod.5 Te mchal~.I o VU prlonzaton, inductance of 1.6 jiH. and the peak current V(C/L)"fby tis etho. 1 Th mecani.11 f VV pelonzaton, then works out at 3000 A.V. however, is still obscure, nor are the conditions for a
uniform discharge fully understo-.l. Breakdowit between a main electrode and an are Imp~

We report a particularly simple and comnpact design (only 17 cm away) was avoided by aplAyring -50 kV to
fraCO2 TAlaser with VUV prtnztowith god one electrode and - 5D kV to the other by rnears of the

peformane TEA eprfie preonidat-ion, elctode circuit shown in Fig. 2 On triggering the pressurized

with base dimensions 50 x15 cm are supported, with a sprgaS'tecaiorCisdchgdtruhte

6-cm gap, inside a Perspex box of dime-Isions 105 X 35 arcs. Apparenitly due tc preionization of the gas, a
x25 c m. Reflectors are mounted directly to the end - 50 kV pulse is fed onto the main discharge circuitI

faces; a thick rubber gasket serves both as gas seal (heavily outlined in Fig. 2). Thus 100 kV appears
and spring loading for three adjustment screw.;.. Shock across 62 which breaks down, and since S, is in the
waves from the discharge do not cause significant same chamber of pressurized N2 it also fires. Thus

misaignmnt.the main discharge circuit Is completed automatically,
misaignmnt.Wt- have also ~riggered S, independently, using pickup

SOW IN 10

28 CmDC....

L A.

FIG. 1 . IBruce-iprofl'140 %olhiualurnilnum el'ct rodes- of ba se di- FIG. 2. Circuit dlaKranr with low-Inductanci' main ditich~aig
munv'slnsn 13-5 3 cm and the two lines of prelonizatiton arcq. circuit hteavilv outlined.
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(b) In the case of class 3 TZA lasers, 200-eV bremriFIG. A. DIoubllem ir hreakdown. strahlung from hot locý.Azed &trcs may account for the

preionlzation. Assume that the arc develops from a
single avalanche, and that the current channel, due to A

shock wave expansion, has radius r, I after time t,
from the arc current to fire a thyratron whith feeds a where c, is the velocity of sound. For I = 3 us one ob-
current pulse, via a vak sble delay line, to the primary tains c,I = I mm, and for an arc gap of 3 mm the arc
of an induction coil, Varying the delay by - I us seems volume is 10-1 cmr If one assumes that 25 eV is lost
not to be important We have operated the system with in ionization per atom in this volume, then I J is re-
C 0. 12F Fand with C=C0.25 AF (Fig. 2). Forthe lat- quired to fully ionize the arc volume If one dissipates
ter value (not the maximum) 625 J is discharged through an additional G J in the arc volume the result should be
a gas volume of 15 6 6 6cmn (= 1 62 1). which is 386 a lO0-eV plasma The bremastrahlung power at fre-
Jr I. quenc v within bandwidth .av and solid angle Mf front

volume v. is given by"'

Imprints burnt onto polaroid film suggest a fairly J-54 i0"(.\". T"')exp(-I•v/kT1V.5v.1Q (1)
uW~form power density over an area of 20 cm2 with a N

sharp boundary. A photon drag detector indicates typi - for unity Gauat factor and single ionization St tuting

cally 12. 5 MW/cmr for the mean power density, imply- hv=200 eV. i'/.0 2, kT- 100 eV. , =.V, 7
ing 250-MW total power. The pulse width, at half- 1 0"' cn"3, 1'. - 10" cm 3 , and rI0 . one finds J-- 567
power points, is 0. 1 As, implying pulse energy of 25 J W, are. In 3 As son. 68 arcs will give enough 200-eV
Interference fringes visible on these imprints, which quanta to ionize 1 6 I to the extent of 2 10`: ton pairs
rotate as the Ge output window is rotated, are attribut- cm-n3
ed to a wedge of 5 7 a:,c min on this etalor. Figure 3
r-aows double air brearkdown at about 10 and 24 cm in
front of a concave mirror whi:h intercepts the beam. ,o Ion pairs due tQ preionization will gro' to n pairs
The above data was obtained with C -0 12 .F (Fig. 2). after avalanching through dis.aace %. where n.expT (o d) Whcn uiat area of anode has collected n.'( elec -

trons, there will have developed in front of the cathode
Concerning preiom,-ation of the gas, two mechanisms a thin layer L of positive space charge. with thickness

would seem to operate. Ui) Impurities, reaction pro- vand charge per unit area en o. The field o' space
ducts, or additives, which are p)re-ent in a fey, parts charge will cancei the applied field E.- throuV !he
per million, may be ionized by photons with quantum major part of the gap when en. ,• - E, 4T.. For r: 16 kV
energy less than 11 eV '"'t Ahove about 11 eV CO, ab- cri and a •-- 10 cm`t (an uncertain value intermediate

sorbs strcngly, ana the molecule ionizes at 13.1 eV between the purp V'ns vakes2 2 ). the applied field is an- .•
NZ ionar,,s at 15 6 eV. At 1604 eV quanntu;r tnergy the nulled when ,r : 10t" cm'3 Avalanching is now quenched,
absorption coefficient of CO.. has reached 500 ein1 and except poesstbly between L and the cathode if photoelec-
that of N2 650 cm" t . 1," This tyic of pliot iion't~ation tric emission occurs
apparently was opermtive in systeris des,.ribed hy Ly -vine and Javan~e and by Seguin oft alt,-

An unwanted channel discharge will occur a single I
avalanche is allowed to develop into a streamer.23 1-'

(ii) Other systems (including our own) seem not to be which implies a change from collisional t uv ionization

affected by additives, Ab-;), Judd and Wadst3 report that at short range-soft uv can travel orly - 2 - 10"' cm be-

a LiF filter reduced preiunization by W. although it is fore being absorbe This change occurs when the field
transparent up to 11 ?V The question then becomes due to the blobs of space charge at tWe head of an ava-
how can dhorter-wavelenigth radiAtion propagate over lanche becomes comparable to F. giving two regions of
distances of the order of 15 cm. As quantum energy in- field intensification The critical field is reac',d for
creases well beyond the ionization limit both measured an avalanche multiplication of order 10' "3 T' he
and theoretical photoionization cross sections decrease accelerating field must be cut off before an .,dual
For a hydrogenlike atom the theoreticai cross section avalancht attains this multiplication That it . we re-
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